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UK Parliament and Government
What is a parliamentary audience
Who uses research in Parliament
What makes a good briefing
Targeting your briefing at Parliament
Research Impact

Parliament ≠ Government
UK Parliament

•
•
•
•

Commons, Lords and Monarch
Holds Government to account
Makes laws
Enables the Government to
raise and spend money

UK Government

• Some MPs and some Peers,
chosen by the Prime Minister
• Runs Government departments
and public services
• Is accountable to Parliament
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Who are you writing for?
(and why should they care?)
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The parliamentary audience
• Parliamentarians and policy-makers are
busy people
• Members do not necessarily have
scientific or technical background on the
topic
• Research is just one type of information
that gets considered when making policy
decisions - consider the impacts to
people as well as the science
• MPs are elected to represent a particular
constituency – can you connect the topic
to local or regional areas that they are
likely to be interested in?
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Who uses research in the UK Parliament?
House of Commons
select committees

House of Lords
select committees

Joint select committees
Legislation
House of Commons Library

House of Lords Library
POST

Individual MPs and their
researchers

Individual Peers and their
researchers

All Party Parliamentary Groups

Research and
information teams
• POST (Parliamentary Office of Science and
Technology)
• Bridges research and policy to ensure that
the best available research evidence feeds
into Parliament
• Horizon scanning briefings (POSTnotes), events, fellowships

• House of Commons and House of Lords Libraries
• Impartial information and briefing services for MPs and Peers
• Reactive and responsive to questions from Members, business in each
House and current affairs

Select committees
• Both Houses establish select committees to conduct inquiries and to
produce reports on a range of matters, from the conduct of
Government to specialist subject areas
• Committees can be departmental (House of Commons) or more
cross-cutting
• Use written evidence and oral evidence from witnesses

All Party
Parliamentary Groups
(APPGs)
• Informal groups of MPs and Peers
focused on subjects or countries
• Some meet regularly, hold events,
produce reports and run inquiries
• Allow Members to:
• develop their knowledge
• meet other interested Members
• show their interest
• raise awareness on a topic

Disentangling a POSTnote
- How is it structured (length, layout, paragraphing…)?
- What voice does it use?
- How often does it use (and explain) technical terms?
- How often does it reference?
- Is it biased?
- Does it use pictures, tables, formulae and figures?
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What makes a good briefing?
Content: Does the briefing cover what
you would expect it to?
Structure: Do the sections make sense
and are they in the right order?
Accessibility: Is it easy to read ? Is it
concise?
Impartiality: Is it politically and
scientifically impartial? Are all statements
balanced and objective?

Content – the ‘5 Ws 1 H’ rule
A briefing should tell the reader:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the key issue(s)?
Why is it of interest to policymakers?
Who are the main stakeholders? Who is affected?
Who are your sources?
When are the major impacts and policy decisions likely to happen?
Where is this happening (e.g. local, national, international)? What regions
are affected?
How will the stakeholders be affected? What are the cost implications?

The ‘5 Ws 1 H’ rule applies to
single studies too
•
•
•
•

•

•

Where did the study take place? (e.g. Which
country? In a lab or in the ‘real world’?)
When did the study take place?
(e.g. What year? What season, if relevant?)
Who took part in the study? (e.g. Who were the
participants? What number of individuals were
involved? How were they chosen?)
How? (e.g. How were the measures taken in the
study?)
What were the results?
Example:
A 2019 survey of 2,000 women aged 25–40 in the UK found that 60% used social media at least once a day.

When? How?

Who?

Where?

What?

Structure: General
Past:
Background and
context. What is
the issue and
how did we get
here?

Future:
Present:
Explains the
current situation

What are the
challenges and
opportunities? How
could the present
situation change?

Structure: General
Past:
Background and
context. What is
the issue and
how did we get
here?

Future:
Present:
Explains the
current situation

What are the
challenges and
opportunities? How
could the present
situation change?

•

Make it easy to scan by using headings and sub-headings to break up large
blocks of text

•

Start with an overview that outlines the key points of the briefing
Use figures, charts or diagrams where suitable to help your briefing be more
eye-catching and appealing

•

Structure: Summaries

POSTnote 627 – June 2020

Structure: Boxes
• Long lists of necessary (but quite boring)
things
e.g. definitions, legislation, “bodies”,
approaches in four nations
• Complex technical concepts
• Case studies

Backwards planning
some benefit to society or people ->
evidence that an action will cause
that benefit -> argument for that
action

key point ->5W +H -> context

Writing

Content

focus on a key message / give
evidence 5W / structure to give
importance to the key message
Dr Rowena Fletcher-Wood, PhD, MChem (Hons Oxon)

Impacts

Impact: What the new future might look
like if we agree to the change
suggested; Content: rationale for why
the proposed actions will lead to the new
future; Writing: snappy
@RowenaFW

Accessibility
Anyone should be able to pick up your
briefing, read it over a coffee and be
able to explain what they read
afterwards.
This is really tough!
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Accessibility Tips
The general principles we follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Say it with fewer words
Say it with less complex language
Use objective, precise language
Use the active voice where possible
Be consistent with language,
punctuation and definitions
6. Jargon and acronyms: only use the
essential ones and define them before
discussing
7. Include handy facts and figures
Parliamentarians can make use of
Image by Free-Photos from Pixabay

Writing in fewer words
‘The speed of development of new DNA sequencing and analytical
technologies is bringing down the price tag for whole genome sequencing
at a vertiginous pace.’

Writing in fewer words
‘The speed of development of new DNA sequencing and analytical
technologies is bringing down the price tag for whole genome sequencing
at a vertiginous pace.’

‘DNA sequencing is getting faster and cheaper.’

Think about your audience!
‘The bacterium is microscopic (10 microns wide)’.

Think about your audience!
‘The bacterium is microscopic (10 microns wide)’.

‘Each bacterium is roughly a fifth of the thickness of a sheet of paper
and so cannot be seen with the human eye.’

Impartiality
Key principles:
• Cover the entire range of perspectives
• No opinions
• Attribute and reference
• Be clear about uncertainty

Image by Markus Trier from Pixabay

Impartiality
Key principles:
• Cover the entire range of perspectives
• No opinions
• Attribute and reference
• Be clear about uncertainty
Example:
Include ranges and if relevant, the reason for the uncertainty

“IPCC Assessments suggest that sea level could rise 0.26-0.77m

by 2100 … modelling cloud cover is a major source
of uncertainty“

Image by Markus Trier from Pixabay

Targeting your research at Parliament
Do:
• Send a well-written briefing to any Research and Information
team – for the attention of the subject specialist, with an offer to
contribute as needed
• Identify APPGs or individual Members with an interest, and send
a well-written briefing with an offer to support any work they are
doing in this area
• Make sure your briefing is dated and provide contact details
Don’t:
• Send a paper with no context
• Send a briefing to all MPs or all Peers
• Send a paper to a select committee – unless you have written to
submit as written evidence

September 2018

Research Impact and Legislatures
Overview

The Research Excellence Framework (REF) is
the UK’s system for assessing the quality of
research in UK higher education institutions. REF
includes assessment of three elements: the
quality of academic outputs; their impact beyond
academia; and the institutional environment that
supports research. This briefing provides an
overview of research impact in legislatures and
was written to inform the work of the four UK
higher education funding bodies in developing
assessment criteria for the next REF in 2021.

Substantive engagement with the UK
Parliament was mentioned in 20% of
REF2014 impact case studies.
Research can feed in through direct and
indirect routes and can be actively sought
out or sent in proactively by external
organisations.
Impacts arising from engaging with
legislatures include influencing government
policy, external organisations, and
legislatures themselves (such as internal
processes and skills development).
Research that provides a persuasive and
credible narrative on research impact is
more likely to have impact.
Evidence of impact can include citations,
similarities in language, social media data,
minutes of meetings and co-produced
outputs that show a close working
relationship.

Background

How do legislatures use research?

Research that is relevant, credible, and independent is
essential for good scrutiny and debate. It is used by different
people across legislatures and for many purposes including
select committee work, constituents’ enquiries, and
preparing for debates. This briefing describes the work of
legislatures and the ways that research is used. It gives
examples of research impact and suggests evidence that
can be used to demonstrate impact on legislatures. It is
based on a 2017 study of the use of research in the UK
Parliament,1 analysis of impact case studies from REF2014
and the perspectives of staff working in research and
information services in the UK Parliament, Scottish
Parliament, Welsh Assembly and Northern Ireland
Assembly.

Many types and sources of evidence are essential for good
scrutiny and debate.2 This includes statistics and data,
information from think tanks or lobbyists, frontline
practitioners’ knowledge, public consultations as well as
research-based evidence.

The work of legislatures
The legislatures of the UK are the UK Parliament in
Westminster, the Scottish Parliament, the Welsh Assembly,
and the Northern Ireland Assembly. Legislatures are distinct
from the government and one of their key functions is to
scrutinise government decisions and policies, its proposals
for legislation, and its budget. There are important
differences in procedures and terminology across the
legislatures of the UK, but many of the principles in dealing
with any UK legislature are similar.

There are different users of research in legislatures:
Members of Parliaments or Assemblies (‘Members’)
Staff employed directly by Members (‘Members’ staff’)
Staff working in research units within political parties
Legislature staff including those based on committees, in
libraries or research services, and in the Parliamentary
Office of Science and Technology (POST).
Research can be used to support Members’ work in
committees (such as ad hoc, standing, statutory, plenary,
bill – see Figure 1), in debates (such as in the chamber), in
Cross-Party or All-Party Parliamentary Groups (APPGs), in
support of constituents, when tabling questions to the
Government, or to help prepare for meetings or public
speeches.
Members work in a complex and fast-moving environment,
often experiencing information overload. They maybe
specialists in some areas and work as well-informed
generalists in others. They often need answers to specific

Q&A
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Online resources and ‘how to’
guides:
www.parliament.uk/researchimpact

More resources
and support

@UKParl_Research

Dedicated Knowledge Exchange
Unit (Sarah, Naomi and Laura):
keu@parliament.uk

Deep-Sea Mining
Have another go in your own time.
https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.u
k/documents/POST-PN-0508/POST-PN0508.pdf
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Next time: Summary
Send us your writing if you would like it
reviewed.
rowena.fletcherwood@gmail.com
Come with questions!
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